Exuma Fly - The day of Your Trip:


I will send you an email a few days before your trip to confirm a time. The tides have a
dramatic effect on fishing, so we want to time the tides correctly. Got to get you on the fish,
right? We will generally take off between 7-9 a.m.
We will leave from Docks located next to "Catch a Fire Bar and Grill". Here is a link to a
map. This is located on the West side of the island. A few minutes away from Georgetown,
and about 15 minutes away from the Sandals Resort on the Northern end of the island.


If you have rented a car, there is easy parking while we are out. If needing a ride, there are
several taxi options. Email me and we will get one arranged, or it can be arranged at your
hotel/resort.


I will have ice, water, chips and sodas on the boat (Sandwiches as well, for day charters). If
you want something special, feel free to bring it along! If you would like to bring beer, no
problem. I plan on keeping you on the fish though. You may not have much time to enjoy
them until we are returning home!
I have throwables and life vests aboard. All the regulation stuff. If you are bringing young
ones, no worries. I will have vests for them as well!




Based on your preference, you may need to bring the following:
● Sun Screen - Hat
● Sunglasses
● Shoes you can stand on a boat in, or get wet
● Comfortable Clothes - We will be in the sun
● A towel
● A camera
● Snacks or drinks that are not provided
● A zip lock bag or two for your phone etc.
● You own fishing gear - Only if you want to, I provide everything you need
● An expectation that you are going to have fun and we are going to catch some fish!
Please feel free to reach out with any questions. You may want to inquire about bringing
something I have missed. If it is good enough, I will add it to the list!

